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ABSTRACT.

For a reasonable model of par-

allel processing, we show that

k

processors

There are obvious benefits associated with
the unexpected existence of a class of effi-

can perform depth-first search on graphs having

cient parallel algorithms which closely resem-

n

ble sequential algorithms.

vertices and

m edges in time

o(n-{i")).

In particular, note that the dependence on

m

Of course it rapid-

ly provides efficient pB.!"allel algorithms for

!!!.
not m•l~g k as would result
k'
~
from more obvious appr~ches. Thus the algo-

many different sorts of graph processing ques-

rithm is essentially optimal for classes of

In addition, establishing the correctness of

involves

tions which make sense for nonsparse graphs.

nonsparse graphs (clas;es of graphs which have

such parallel algorithms can be viewed as a twp

substantially more edges than vertices, e.g.J

stage process, first establishing equivalence

m L n log log n).

of a sequential depth-first search algorithm

Our technique can be used to convert many
serial depth-first search algorithms, including

(already known to be correct) with a slightly
modified sequential algorithm and then estab-

efficient algorithms for biconnectivity, tri-

lishing equivalence of the modified sequential

connectivity, and strong connectivity, to simi-

algorithm with its parallel counterpart.

larly efficient parallel algorithms.

The con-

. version is not automatic:--in each case, slight-

1.

INTRODUCTION.

One of the most excit-

ly more information about how the sequential

ing recent trends in graph process i ng has been

algorithm works appears to be required for the

the development, by Hopcroft, Tarjan, and many

conversion than is required to establish the

others, of a large number of sophisticated,

correctness of the sequential algorithm--but

efficient sequential algorithms based upon

the techniques developed for converting specif-

depth-first search (DFS) of a graph.

ic algorithms appear to give considerable in-

erally assumed that the use of DFS is incompat-

sight into how to convert other algorithms.

It is gen-

ible with efforts to process graphs in parallel,
even for nonsparse graphs (i.e., graphs having

*This paper stunmarizes some of the material
which will be in Ecksteip's Ph.D. thesis, being
written with Alton as thesis advisor. The basic
observation that depth-first search is more compatible with parallel processing than was previously thought possible is Joint work of both
.authors. Eckstein is solely responsible for the
pursuit of all implications of this observation,
including the applications to biconnectivity,
triconnectivity, and strong connectivity. The
work of both authors was partially supported by
usr grants GJ-33168
:~CS76-15648, and Alton's
work was also partial
supported by a Faculty
Developmental Assignment awarded by The University of Iowa.

substantially more edges than vertices) (2).
While our instincts agree with thi s for the
processing of collections of sparse graphs
(e.g. , planar grapt.s) by large numbers of processors, it is not true for other collections
of graphs.
Given coml!ion assumptions that various instructions such as popping a stack or moving to
the next element of a linked list require one
unit of execution time, sequential DFS has execution time

O(n+m),

where

n

is the number

of vertices and

m is the number of edges (9).

For a natural model of parallel processing (dis-

instruct processor(i);

cussed in Section 2), a fairly obvious approach

execution time

k

Sec-

may cause one processor to execute t h e ~

tion 4 shows how to get rid of the factors of

clause and another processor to execute the

Our technique can be used (4) to con-

log k.

J;

then •··
else ···
endinstruction;

processors has

o(n•log k + (m•l~g k)).

1 .S.. i .S..

a(i) = 1

if

(but one not in the literature, to the best of
our knowledge) to DFS with

.

'

the form

else clause.

vert many serial depth-first search algorithms,

Execution cannot resume after the

en<l....instruction; statement until all

including efficient algorithms for biconnectiv-

J

pro-

cessors have completed execution of the delin-

ity (9), triconnectivity (7), and strong con-

eated sequence of instructions.

nectivity (9), to similarly efficient parallel
algorithms.

(The sequential algorithms for bi-

3.

connectivity and strong connectivity are also

and connected and have no self loops (no edge

to within a constant factor) serial algorithms have execution times which are
k

require at least

(I.e., using

o(n:m).

cessors a speed-up of
be attained.)

k

has the same vertex for both end points) and no

0(n+m).

Parallel algorithms using

multiple edges (any two vertices are connected

processors will
k

by at most one edge); unconnected graphs and

pro-

directed graphs can also be treated.

is the best that can

the vertices of such a graph

Our par~llel algorithms have

execution times which ~e

gers from

o( n+(i')).

~

1 .s.. i .s.. n,

PARALLEL PROOESSING.
There are

k_:··.- identical processors,

tation

each with a CPU capable ~f perfqrming typical
boolean operations and ~ach wi\h a label be:i; and

k

which' identi-l'les it.

A sin-

Dif-

k

global control unit must be

matrix ALM such
cons i. sts of the

Other seg- ·

ments of code, which we delineate syntactically

Associated with

E:M_( i)

n-vector of

contains the index

of the last vertex in the

i-th

row of . the

......

If no't., ve refer him

·yher) to (1,9) for a detailed •~;-~.sentation.
A DFS can be used to copyci-,l; · an undirected
·-.:r.
-~ :.
•.· ··
,.
·,: c:~!ltlected graph into a direct~d graph by in~u~~
· \ng a ~irection on each edge; if ed_~e
is firs~ examined vhen

_? ~e~~ched ·. from,
·' '.to

,.. . .
v~--

v

(v,11'.}.-

is the vertex; 1?eing

the associated edge goes from

The edges of

instruct processor(i); l .s.."1 ~ - J;
sequence of instructions; ·:.
en<l....instruction;
·

v

G that lead to previous-

=~y unvisited _yertices (i.e., the edges of

:-..

i

We will assume the reader .i_s·Jamiliar with

~<

as

i

adjacency list matrix.

At some places in the program,

only one processor is executing.

(n-1)

row

•, ;

The programmer writes one program, not

programs.

i · !.. n,

-----

X

the bas·ic nature of DFS.

capable of synchronizing the various processors.

!..

n

end markers EM where

J

ferent processors may wrj,j;_e. into different mem-

A

·1

is an

the adjacency list matr;i:x is an

ory locations simultaneously but . must not
simultaneously.

G

.. '., tries are n~t \*i~lfz,~d).

..

attempt to write into the same memory location

L(i),

L(i)

vertic,s of an ad-Jacency list for vertex

all the processors fo-,:1_ manip:11-~ ~Jyn_ of data.
Different processors ' a~e allowed to read fro~
the same memory locati9n simultaneously.

An adjacency list repre-

· · ·f ollowed by g_arba:ge (i.e. , the remaining en-

gle arbitrarily large'·melliory is :_ available to
)

n.

· consists of lists

such that

9f

that for

operations such as arithmetic•, comparisons, and
tween

to
G

Represent

G by the inte-

lists without repetitions the vertices which are ad.l acent to
vertex i. An adjacency list matrix represen-

We consider a

reasonably typical modei of parallel processing
(2,3,8).

1

sentation of

)

2.

For purposes of

this exposition, assume graphs are undirected

These optimal (6) (at least

discussed in (1).)

DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH.

G

that are travii¼ed) are called tree arcs and
~-~"give rii;e to a: spanning , tree of

G.

DFS of an

.~ · undirected g-~ I=>h has th~.'e'ruc ial property [ 9)
have
ly.

J

~

k

processors executing simultaneous-

This second kind of code can refer to the

processor number

i.

Thus, e.g., if

a

is an

array in the collllllon memory, an instruction of

2

that ed:Ses ~o;r.hect
ancest.o rs and descendants.
.,.
To explo~t j FS : it is usually necessary to iden-

__

---

tify the \ree ·'_,__
.!ires and fronds of the associated
directed graph.

In the code in Figure 1, the

final value of
of

v

FAT!IER(v)

will be the father

in the spanning tree whenever

v

search (2].)

is not

the start vertex, and the final value of
NUMBER(v)

will be such that vertex

NUMBER(v)-th

processors is required to choose this vertex

or to discover that none of the
is the

v

k

Thus, communication between the
k

processors

is examining an "unvisited" vertex.

vertex to be mar ked "visited."

munication require s approximately

[2].
Algorithm 1 [9]

1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, ···

coordinated.

can be

In the second step , information

from processors ·1-4,5-8,···
nated .

begin
for each v EV do initialize ARC LIST(v)
and FROIID_LIST (v/ as null lists; NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ O;
mark-every ve;tex "unvisited";
v + start vertex;
FATHER(v) + O;
dfs ( v);
prOcedure dfs(v):
begin
comment v is the vertex being searched from;
mark v "visited";
NUMB VERTICES VISITED
+ NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ l;
NUMBERTv) + NUMB VERTICES VISITED;
for each vertex -_, <;m LTv) do
if w is marked "u.nvisited"
then begin
;
FATHER(w) + v i
add w to ABC_LIST(v);
dfs(w);
end
else i f NUMBER(w) < NUMBER(v) &
-- w # FATHER{v)'.
then add w to _: FR0JID_ LIST ( v) ;

steps

(In the first step, information from pro-

cessors

A depth-first search (dfs) of an undirected
connected graph G = (V,E) represented via
adjacency lists.

Such comlog k

Etc.)

can be coordi-

Such an approach yields a par-

allel algorithm whose execution time is
o(n•log k + m-l~g k)·
We may regard the inefficiency of the
above approach as being due to the fact that
many vertices must be searched in order to
choose one "unvisited" vertex to continue the
search from.

Our alternative approach partial-

ly replaces an adjacency list

L(v)

visited" adjacency list

which lists all

U(v)

vertices which are adjacent to
still labeled "unvisited."

v

by an "unand are

As soon as a vertex

w is "visited," it is removed from the lists
U(v)

for all

v

adjacent to

w.

Of course

the problem of finding an "unvisited" vertex
adjacent to
~

v

entry '. of

now becomes trivial; take the
U(v),

if

U(v)

i. s nonempty.

Such an ~pp~oach of deleting entries from "unvisited"' adjacency lists is compatible with DFS,
si~ce the flow of control of DFS-based algo-

. rithms (e.-g,, the order in -which the various

4.

PARALLEL DEPI'H-FIRST SEARCH;

recursive calls are J:r.ade) only depends upon the

For the

-·•/er:tices wh_{ ch remain "unvisited."

moment,. _c onsider the code dfs given earlier
(see Figure 1).

n~~

The crucial issue in effo.rts

ks how ~~

The problem

allow for efficient deletions of

a vertex fr.om all of the "unvisit ed" adjacency

to make the code parallel is the lines

lists .i t ·belongs to.
for each vertex w on L(v) do
--if
w is marked "unvnf°it.ed;;--then · • ·.

At first glance it may

appear that we have merely shifted the problem.
' Note., however, that the new approach eliminates
the need for communication between processors:

}-;,

Thu§; the crucial issue is to find the "next
unvisited" vertex on the adjacency list ·of

In the first approach, where we are searching
v.

for the "next unvisited" vertex adjacent to
all

of the graph we assume we . are_-1i~;n an adJacen-

row of the adjacency list matrix and must com-

cy list matrix representati"o~ : . d.iiferent pro-

municate with one another.

cessors can simultaneously exam.i,rie successive

proach, when a newly "visited" vertex

vertices to see if •:~hey
are "un:visited."
.
.

.

In

'

,·, ~.-

k

v,

If instead of an adjacency list _r}preseqtation

x

fact that the graph

arcs go from a vert~' to one of its ancestors,

ple edges implies that the

it is important t2at

fe ,choose

precisely one

(This contrasts with

w ·needs

for various
w,

the

G does not possess multik

concerned with different lists

processors are
U(x),

hence

don't have to communicate with one another.

"unvisited" verte-1' as the new vertex to be
searched from.

U(x)

which are adjacent to

depth-~-r;~t
search,~hat
edges ot~~; than tree
.
.

..'• ·

In the second ap-

to be deleted from the lists
vertices

order to ,.preserve t;l:ie cru,cial prop~rty of

processors are concerned with the same

k-depth

3

Given that the need for communication be-

devise an efficient way for a newly "visited"

tween processors has been eliminated, it only

vertex

remains to devise an efficient way to let each

without performing a sequential search of

processor perform the desired deletion of
from a list

U(x)

tial search of

w

U(x).

without performing a sequen-

U(x).

w to be deleted from a list

U(x)

To allow efficient deletions, the "un-

visited" adjacency lists will be doubly linked.

As is so often the case

As we create the lists, we also create an

in the design of efficient algorithms, the so-

n x n

matrix

EDGE LOCATION

lution involves the use of several interrelated

EDGE_LOCATION(i,j)

data structures with a lot of redundancy built

cell of

into them.

does join

Regardless of whether the initial

U(i)
i

contains a pointer to the

which contains
and

such that

j.

j,

if an edge

If an edge does not join

representation of the graph is' via an adjacency

i

list structure (which will only yield efficient

EDGE_LOCATION(i,j).

algorithms for the serial case) or via an adja-

resulting representation of a graph.

cency list matrix, we can create initial "un-

obvious approach (4) the "unvisited" adjacency

visited" adjacency lists.

lists and the matrix

'l'he "unvisited"

and

j,

we never assign a value to
Figure 2 illus trates the

EDGE LOCATION

Using the
can be

adjacency lists must be genuine lists, since

created from adjacency lists in serial time

deletion of an entry of an array would require

O(n+m)

shifting of the remaining non-zero entries,

list matrix using

hence would be inefficient.

o(n+(~)}

We still need to

and can be created from an adjacency
k

processors in time

The graph

A
3

The input adjacency lists
(for sequential code)

4

The input adjacency
list matrix
(for parallel code)

L(l): ~ ~ ! N u l l !
1(2):

L( 3) :
L( 4 ) :

I 1· !Nulll
I 1 INull I
I 1 l Null l

1

2

3

4

2

1

0

0

3

1

0

0

4

1

0

0

The initial "unvisited" adjacency
lists, as created by the program

U(l):

U(2):

U(4):

Figure 2

4

The associated
end marker
vector , EM

EDGE_LOCATION, as
created by the program

As noted earlier, only the vertices which

modified depth-first search

are still "unvisited" affect the flow of con-

into trouble:

trol of DFS.

vertices

However, in order to use our

algorithm to create parallel versions of a

(mdfs),

when we execute

we run

mdfs(v), the

w which need to be placed on

FROND_LIST(v),

be i ng already "visited," no

great many DSF-based algorithms we must not

longer belong to the "unvisited" adjacency list

only be able to deal with the flow of control

U(v).

We can deal with this problem as follows!

but must also be able to identify the fronds

suppose that we have Just "visited" vertex

correctly.

When we delete

w from

ues of

v

added to

In

dfs

(Figure 1), vertices are

FROND_LIST(v)

due to execution of

the recursive call

dfs(v),

which are added to

FROND_LIST.( v)

"visited" when

dfs(v)

and the vertices

is called.

v,

if

U(v)

is "unvisited" we tentative-

ly announce that there is a frond from

are already

w.

If we try

to do the same thing using our approach in the

This is correct unless

v

v

to

later becomes a

son of

w,

to

If this is the case, we are able to

v.

w.

for various val-

so that there is a tree arc from

w

Algorithm 2
A modified depth-first search
adjacency lists.

(mdfs)

of an undirected connected graph

G

(V,E)

represented via

begin
for each v £ V do
initialize ARC_LIST(v) and FROND_LIST(v) as null lists;
NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ O;
mark-every vertex "unv~sited";
v + start vertex;
,
FATHER(v) + O;
mdfs(v);
procedure mdfs(v):
begin
comment v is the vertex being searched from;
mark v "visited";
NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ l;
NUMBER(v) + NUMB VERTICES VISITED;
for each w on -L(v) dobegin
delete v from U(w), using EDGE_LOCATION;
if w is "unvisited"
then begin
comment since w is "unvisited," w will be a descendant of v. Frond w .+ v is constructed. If w turns out to be a son of v, the "frond" will be deleted later;
add v to FROND_LIST(w);
end;
end·
A:comme~t the "unvisited" adjacency lists no\f contain only "unvisited" vertices;
B:comment Let x £ V. If x is "visited" then x's frond list is correct. If x is "unvisited"
then
x's frond list contains all vertices y such that (x,y) £ E and y is "visited";
for w £ U(v) do
begin
comment as this loop is executed, recursive calls may delete entries fron U(v). At the
start of each pass through tAe loop, the portion of U(v) which has not been looped through
consists entirely of "unvisi'ted" vertices;
FATHER(w) + v;
add w to ARC_LIST(v);
C: comment The son .+ father frond w .+ v must be deleted from w's frond list. By Lemma 2
w will be the last entry on v's frond list;
remove v from the end of ~ROND_LIST(w);
mdfs(w);
end·
end·
end

--·--·

5

detect our mistake and remedy the situation by
comparing

w and the father of

v

when

v

dfs

tex adjacent to

mdf,

Therefore

v's

number is greater than any other numbered ver-

eventually becomes visited.
The equivalence of

"visited" (i.e., numbered).

(Figure 3) and

pears last on

and thus by Lemma 2

w

v ap-

FROND_LIST(w).

(Figure 1) can be established in two

4: Let

Lemma

phases, first showing that the same tree arcs

G = (V,E)

are identified and then showing that the same

undirected graph.

fronds are identified.

executed using the same adjacency list representation of

~l:

Let

connected graph.

(V,E)

G

If

mdfs

he an undirected

an~

dfs

are exe-

cuted using the same adjacency list representation of

NUMBER,

FATHER, and

NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED,
is the

j-th

execution of
labeled
U(x)

G.
w

ARC LIST

A,

establish that if

vertex numbered, then when

Upon completion of the
FROND_LIST(v)

£

mdfs(v)

reaches the comment

contains the sam~ vertices as

L(x)

in

I

,i

are assigned numbers

j

NUMBER,

have been deleted.

Since

of the graph

V.

£

FROND_LIST(v)

as follows:

Assume

v.

priate

FROND_LIST

as soon as it is labeled

"visited" (i.e., numbered).
on

before

FROND_LIST(v)

bered before

Since

appears

w
1

w ,
2

2

Let

connected graph.

G = (V,E)
Let

v

£

be an undirected

V be the vertex

currently being searched from during a
Suppose

ARC_LIST(v).

w £ L(v)

v

mdfs

is added to

At this point in the

label C in Figure 3),

since

(see

is the last entry on

w are

P.

v.

..

.+ w

V

Since
in

is an ancestor of

Since

v

w

w

is not

Therefore
and

is num-

w

P.
V

and

V

(and

is not

and

w

are adja-

is "unvisited" when

w

is num-

will place

w on

w is not t he father of

FROND_LIST(v)

FRO'.:!l_LIST(v).
v,

w

will re-

when execution is com-

plete.
Note that Lemma 4
mdfs

and

dfs

does- not claim that

will put fronds on tr.e various

frond lists in t h e ~ order.
the case, since

This need not be

dfs

need not satisfy an ana-

Let

G = (V,E) ,.be- ·an undi-

log of Lemma 2.

If

mdfs

and

dfs

are

v

io on

By the nature of DSF,

tex adjacent to

-,

sentation of

G and the

same- start

vertex, then

the palm tree structures -generated by the two
searches will be identic·a1 up to and including

~
By

:

FROND_LI ST(w)
v

v

was

is the ver-

w most recently marked

occurs as an

v

mdfs.

Gi nce a given ·V'•:: rtex io only deleted from a
given "unvisited" adjacency lint once and a
given vertex

w can be added to

at most once (and only if

6

4.

I~ediate
from Lemmas 1 and
... •• 1 .
•

Lemma 1 •~ach vertex

argument in only one recursive call of

Clearly

w was sti ll "unvisited" when

numbered.

and

in

numbering.

mdfs

FROND_LIST(w).
Proof:

mdfs

executed using the same adj_aJency list repre:..

Lemma 3:

G.

w

in

rected connected graph.

< NUMBER ( w ) •

of

v

Theorem 1:

and therefore

Therefore

.+ w

V

mdfs

Since

A vertex is placed on the appro-

v

NUMBER(w) < NUMBER(v))

main on

2

Proof:

will

Assume

i s "unvisited" when

are adjacent,

bered,

w ,w £ FROND_LIST(v) such that w
appears
1
1 2
before w on the list then NUMBER(w )
2
1
< NUMBER(w ).

mdfs.

upon completion of

w £ FROND_LIST(v),

the father of

During an

if

mdfs,

NUMBER(w) < NUMBER(v)).

cent and

G vertices are placed on

and

is not removed from FROND_LIST(v),

be an undirected
mdfs

dfs

Therefore it will make sense to

th e father of
v

of

P.

bered (i.e.,

hence

Let

w in

v

w

connected graph.

.+

V

dfs

mdfs,

ad,tacent and

made next.
G = (V,E)

iff

computed during

FRO!lD_LIST(v)

£

they do not affect which recursive call will be

Let

are

By Lemma 1 the final values of

of the palm tree and the

' already been "visited,"
Since such vertices haye

Lemma 2:

dfs

talk about the number of a vertex both in terms

G.

the same order, except :that the vertices which

and

G and the same start vertex.

be identical.

w

each "unvisited" adjacency list

mdfs

be the palm tree generated by a

Proof:

will be identical.
Proof: By induction on the current value
v

P

G and the same start vertex, the

final values of

of

Let

Assume

be a connected

v

and

FROND_LIST(v)
w

are

adjacent) and deleted from
most once (and only if

v

FROND_LIST(v)

~

w),

at

summing the

The time needed to perform the deletions (given

execution times over all recursive calls gives

processors) for a single vertex v will be
degrkee
vl \ , and since each vertex is de0(
1

an execution time which is

leted from the "unvisited" adjacency list struc-

O(n+m).

Algorithm 3 (Figure 4) is a parallel ana-

k

r

ture only once the total time spent deleting

log, using an adjacency list matrix rather than

vertices, summed over all recursive calls, is

adjacency lists as the input representation, of

o(v=l
¥ fdegree
k

Algorithm 2 (Figure 3).

Algorithm 3 (pmdfs) is

o( n+(lz)) ).

v1)

spent actually searching

identical to Algorithm 2 (mdfs) except that

U(i),

1

The time

~

i

~

n,

for

instead of serially deleting a newly "visited"

"unvisited" vertices, summed over all recursive

vertex,

calls, is

v,

adjacent to

from the lists

v

as

in

U'(w)

mdfs,

these deletions in parallel..

for all

pmdfs

w

performs

Since the graph

n-1

o(n+(;))

5.

Algorithm~
A parallel modified depth-first search (pmdfs)
of an undirected connected graph G = (V,E)
represented via an adjacency list matrix and
the associated end marker vector.

O(n),

since a tree contains only

tree arcs [5).

Therefore

pmdfs

requires

time.
CONCLUSION ..

It seems extremely plaus-

ible that the techniques described in Section 4
can also be used to convert a multitude of other
serial depth-first search algorithms to parallel
algorithms which are equally efficient for pro-

begin
for each v £ V do initialize ARC LIST(v)
and FROND LIST(vJ as null lists;
mark every-vertex "unvi~ited";
v + start vertex;
FATHER(v) + O;
NUMB VERTICES VISITED +l O;
pmdf';( v) ;
procedure pmdfs(v):
begin
comment v is the vertex being searched from;
mark v "visited";
NUMB VERTICES VISITED
+ NUMB VERTICES VISITED + 1;
NUMBERTv) + NUMB VERTICES VISITED;
instruct processor(i); 1-~ i ~ k;
for

j = 1

to

rEM~v)l

do

cessing non-sparse graphs.

Further evidence for

this will be given in [4).

The possibility of

automating the conversion process should be investigated, possib l y in conjunction with a program which is specifically oriented toward developing inductive assertions related to the
correctness of seauential graph processing algorithms which e~ploy depth-first search.

ful examination of [4) and of related examples
may suggest some helpful heuristics.
Of course the key to the similarity of the
parallel and sequential DFS algorithms is that

if (k•(j-l)+i) ~ EM(v)
then b(g)n
- - w i + ALM(v,k•(j-l)+i);
delete v from U(w(i)), using
EDGE LOCATION;
if ;(i) is "unvisited"
then add v to FROND_LIST(w(i));
end;
end.....instruction;
-.'_Jor w £ U(v) do
begin
FATHER(w) + v;
add w to ARC LIST(v);
r ·emove v from-the end of FROND_LIST( w);
pindfs(w);
end;
end;
end

we really do maintain the structure of DFS:
neither

v

nor

w

is an ancestor (in the span-

the assurance that no edge will connect a descendant of

v

to a descendant of

isolation of the subtree below
tree below

w

v

w.

This

from the sub-

is just the sort of situation

that should allow parallel processing of the two
subtrees.

This is to be contrasted with

depth search [2].
consider

k

In DFS, if

k

k-

processors

vertices adjacent to the vertex

being searched from, only one of them will be
k-depth searc!'! all of

them are "visited" immediately.

,.

If

ning tree produced by DFS) of the other, we have

"visited," whereas in
Figure 4
.

A care-

As a result,

k-depth search does not satisfy the crucial pro-

:.·!

contains no multi'P.).e edges, each processor will

perty of DFS which is used repeatedly to estab-

be deleting

lish the correctness of DFS algorithms.

v

from a different list.

"Equiv-

Thus,

alence" of the tlol'O algorithms is clear, if an

fairly obvio~s translations of DFS algorithms

adjacency list matrix is identified with adja-

via our parallel DFS technique can be expected

cency lists which list vertices in the same

to be correct, whereas equally obvious

order as in corresponding rows of the matrix.

7

translations to
not correct.

k-depth search typically are

I.e., if you want to use

k-depth

effect of replacing references to
erences to

n

k'

n

by ref-

Even though sparser graphs tend

search, unfortunately you'll have to think.

to have larger values of

Our efforts to avoid such a painful activity

focuses attention on the use of br, •adth-first

come at a price; our techniques are of limited

search for parallel processing of sparse graph~

usefulness for processing sparse graphs in par-

It has tended to be more difficult to use BFS

d,

this once again

allel,* and our results further emphasize the

than DFS in the design of efficient serial al-

importance of focusing attention on parallel

gorithms, but we still think there is hope of

processing of sparse graphs, e.g., planar

developing efficient BFS algorithms for a num-

graphs.

ber of graph-processing questions.

Other results of ours, not reported in

As a step

in this direction, Eckstein has re cently devel-

this paper, may be of great -?r help in dealing

oped a serial BFS algorithm for biconnected

with sparse graphs by focusing attention on al-

components having execution time

gorithms which use breadth-first search (BFS).

serial algorithm can be adapted to yield a par-

Previous approaches to parallel BFS have in-

allel biconnectivity algorithm which is rea-

where

volved execution time
d

o(n+(~)+d•log k),
is the distance of the furthest vertex from
Recently Alton has de-

the start vertex (2).

O(n+m).

sonably efficient for sparse graphs.

6.
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o((~)+d·log k + (;).(~)).
m

n

For sparse

'

This

improve the exposition of this paper.

is small, s? that this has the

'
*suppose a specif{c one of our parallel
algorithms has executiQn time less than or
equal to

c1,

(n+~;) + c 2 for constants
and c 2 and that the corresponding optimal sequential DFS algorithm has execution time less
than or equal to c3•(n+m) +c4 for constants
c 3 and c4. Consider first the class of
graphs J,k such that if G is any graph in
~k ang G has n vertices and m edges,
then n Z. k. For such graphs, our parallel
algorithltt ha~ execution time less than or equal
2c 1 ·(n+mJ
to
k
+ c2· Since k processors can
be expected to ·s peed-up an algorithm by at most
a factor of k, the parallelism exhibited in
the algorithm is optimal to within a constant
2c 1
factor - for such graphs. (Note that cl
c3
was independent of k, although the class of
i,;raphs J,K for which such opti.J..al parallelism
is exhibited decreases as k increases.) In
particular, if the number of processors k is
2c 1 \
large enough ( k z.c:;-J• the parallel algorithm is faster thRn the serial algorithm on
such graphs. We would of course like our algorithm to be superior even for small numbers
of processors k. Our algorithms involve reasonably small ':l;!l!ounts of bookkeeping etc., so
we expect that ·typically the constants of pronortionalitv c1 A.ncl. c 3 in the parallel and
serial algorithms will be approximately equal.
Thus, we expect that our algorithms will be
worthwhile even when the number of processors
is, e.g., 2; however, we have not analyzed th~!'
in detail.
..:.:-.
The above· argument indicates that for
graphs having lots more edges than vertices,
use of lots of processors with the parallel algorithm will definitely be better than use of
one proccrrnor with tli•! □ "ri'll nl~ori thm and use

8

of a few processors with the paral lel algorithm
will probably be better than use of one processor with the seri al algorithm. Fo r graphs
which do not have terribly many mor e edges than
vertices, it is intuitively clear that if the
number of processors k satisfies k Z. k',
where k' =
the best speed-up we can expect
from those k processors with our algorithms
i s a factor of k'. w'hether or not anything
l i ke this speed-up is possible depends crucially upon knowl edge of the constants of proportionality cl and c3. (In this case the
only obvious inequality to use is that

F.•

(f,}

cl· ( n+(lz)) + c2 = cl· (
+ (~)) + c2
2c1·m
~-k-,- + c2· The serial algorithm has execution time c 3 k'+l) ·m, so the _only obvious
esti~;~{k9£ jhe amount of sp~~~-up is a factor
1
of
. ) As noted in · the previous par2cl
..
agraph, we hope that our constant~, of'' proportionality are smal l enough so Jh!;!.t' ;- e.g., 2processor DFS algorit hms might ·process planar
graphs more efficiently than 1-p~l:.e ssor DFS
algorithms, but we have not J~veittigated this
in detail.
·. , ·

•(""itt'
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